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Are they so insensible, even supposing they on the instant of calling for quarters when
ON FEMALE EDUCATION
are right, (which is not at all probable) as ''
”
‘
the cowardice
or treachery
of three of my
»M«
fai
»„ST
..
Hie
SX “1 XP±2
not to perceive the truth of this maxim,
JMES K-REMCH.
£i When discussion is free, error ceases to be emy. The English commodore asked me if ges from the volume of extracts; play like a
S0dock^Conditions—gl 50 per annum, if paid in the dangerous
The phrase “ dangerous- doc- I demanded
quarters, ancJ
and I having
answered i professor, and sing_ like a *syr^
- have her
ncied Quarters.
,
x i
n n^vino*
p smewixnnrT
----- —< , jp*—uuui’i-_
Ding unc ci syren
: _nave her
phrarisaical him in the
BANq?£ Spwa ‘urse
die Year’
no PaPers discontinued until trine” is very easily spoken by
bv nhrarisair.al
thp most determined negative, they re- dressing-room
_______ decorated
i °
•. with
. . y her
,
’ own LdrawEly ao> l8: JOHN fQVV. 1 arrearage5 are paid. _________
doctors of divinity, as if whatever they assert newed the battle with double fury; they ing tables, stands, flower pots, screens and
must be true, because they are self styled or-, were unable to stand the deck, but the fire of cabinets; nay, she may dance like sZmphrothodqx. But the motives for such conduct are their cannon, especially the lower battery,; ma herself, and yet we shall insist that she
KEHUGXOUS
sufficiently obvious, when brought to the touch which was entirely formed .of 18 pounders,> may have been very badly educated. Lam
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
stone of reason ; and such conduct is a much was incessant.—Both ships were set on irfe| far from meaning to set noAalue whatever Cm
more substantial argument in favor of their m various places and the scene was dreadful - any or all of these qualifications; they^ aH
beloved doctrines of original sin, total deprav-' beyond the^reach of language. To Recount - of them elegant, and many of them lend to
g
One would naturally suppose from the con ih^
ity, the mystery of then trinity,
&c.
•
’V on which
......- ' for the.tlnlldltT of “J ‘hree umfer, officers, I the perfecting of a politeAducafiori These
nived from Bost
application and reiteration of the word they aie continually harping, than any one I mean the gunner, the carpenter,'and the mas1 * measure and- degree,
- •- ’ may
1Ilese
things, •in -their
be
on a g^ifthodoxy, that it possessed some peculiar tney
they have offered, or are able to offer. To 1 ter-at-arms, 1 must observe that rhe two first
done
;
but
there
are
others
which
should
r:J
r/ /Hifl TF
y iarm pr Power’ beneath whose influence all conclude, let every man in future employ the ' were slightly woutided, and as-tfle ship had*
/(i F f
J^ose who choose to shelter themselves, are words orthodoxy and heresy as they ought received various^hots under water, ami one * be left undone. Many things are4 becoming,
tbin£ *s heedful,” Besides, aa the
JrCiOUb©
idoubtedly, indisputably and necessarily to be, in distinguishing virtue from vice, and of the pumps beThg shot away,, the^ carpehter
jht in their religious tenets ; and that all good from evil ; they would then admit of no ; expressed his fear that she would sink, and- wpyld^eems to be fully apprised^ the value
LVG WHICH ARP
ose wbo di^er.a single fota from them, are variation, and would forever be taken in the ' the other two concluded that she was sinking; .of whatever tends to embellish life, there is
'hia Whiskey,
ost assuredly wrong. Orthodoxy is a word same sense. But as they have been and are 1 which occasioned the gunner to run aft on the Ipss occasion here to insist on its importance.
But, though a well bred young lady may law
bV’ne ; best Holland G‘
lldved ^rom tbe Greek, which?signifies “ right now principally used to denote opinions con
andy ; Common d0 R’ iinion*” It may be enqufoed from what cerning the most incomprehensible subjects,■ poop without my knowledge to strike the col- fully learn most of the fashionable arts; yet
, ors; fortunately for me, a cannon-ball had let me ask, does it seem to be the true end of
d proof Tobago RUM • urce or autbority a certain class of men de- and doubtful doctrines, no wonder they occa
American and SpanjsVcl zed tbe bde ortbodox, a title which they sion the most bitter strifes, and severe con done that before, by carrying away the en education, to make women of fashion, dan
sign staff, he was therefore reduced to the cers, singers, players, painters, actresses,
est Souchong
.
’eso
e so extremelv
extremely fpnarinne
tenacious nf
q^ nnrl
and which they troversies, w hich only tend to foment the
necessity of sinking as he supposed, or of cal sculptors, gilders, varnishers, engravers, and
American GIN •
’
modestly
defend.
It is -1a^ muchz, as to say,7 the Jpassions, CX11V4
and extend OVVUllUOU
scepticism ; without ling for quarter, and he preferred the latter.
1
” A
)BACCO ; ’
embroiderers ? Most men are commonly desat there exists not a possibility of their be- ameliorating
the condition
man.
- ------- „„v. v.wxivnuiwu
vi uiaii,of mending
All this time the Bon homme Richard had destined to some profession, and their minds
Fur hats.
3wrong,
_____O7_______
__________
t vthat they think
for this_wise
reason,
his heart, or enlightening his understanding.
sustained the action alone, and the enemy are consequently turned each to its respec
™ hand, Old Rum, YoungBfmse^ves a^one entitled to the appellation of
though much superior in force, would have tive object. Would it not be strange if they
‘V/en’s ’bick leather si^bodoxy
tbeir theological dogtnas, and
been very glad to have got clear, as appears were called out to exercise their profession,
>perm Candles, Chocolate, ¿nsequently right. Did there exist an im’ 5weet Malaga Wine.-^Utable law of the Supreme Being making it
The Life &c. of John Paul Jones, just published, by their own acknowledgements, and by their or set up their trade, with only a little general
erly impossible for any mortal in the wrong contains the account of one of Jones7 most heroic and having let go an anchor the instant I laid knowledge of the trades and professions of all
them on board, by which means they would other men, and without any previous defihite
and
assume tbe tide of orthodoxy, then there sanguinary exploits. It is given by himself, probably
.have escaped had I not made them well fast application tofc their own peculiar calling ?
~
*uld be sufficient ground for believing the
in his own language.
The profusion of ladies, to which the bent of
ipenor Wheat, Boxes of Hempfessed orthodox person to be right; but as BATTLE BETWEEN THE SERAPIO |o. the Bon homme Richard.
their instruction should be turned, is that of
arranted Gun POWDER, ire is no Such law revealed to us, we nw;
7
At
hast,
at
half
past
9
o
’
clock,
the
Alliance
AND BON HOMME RICHARD.
general assortment op p doubt his claim to infallibility, especi^^ .
aWar^ and I now thought the battle, at an daughters, wives, mothers and mistresses of
^
*****
*
buljo my utter astonishment, he dischar families. f They should be therefore trained
>• >/
Fl Tl
tt is found to have been claimed by various I
Earnest as l was for the action, I could not
nj
d opposite sects,, as one predominated in Ua^F
ged“^ broadside full into the stern of the Bon with a view to these several conditions, and
», Laws Brades, Sworis.EpPularity °yer the rest. What was ortho- evenins-. heino- ihPn
„fol
“fo hornee Richard. We called to him for God’s be furnished with ideas, and principles^ and
evening, being then within pistol shot, when
s, r.umea, Cords, &c, ^.^y in England m the reign of Edward 6th, he hailed the Bon Homme Richard, we an sake'to forbear firing into the Bon homme qualifications, and habits, ready to be applied
lion of an additional supply^ame heresy in the reign of his sister Mary,
Richard; yet he passed along the offside of and appropriated, as occasion may demand,
swered him by firing a whole broadside.
the ship and continued firing. There was no •to each of these respective situations. Tho5
v
ifo the time of queen Elizabeth things
1 he battle being thus begun, was continued
possibility
of his mistaking the enemy’s ship the arts, which merely embellish life, must
NAirq
-k
lnSed their names again. What is ortho- with unremitting fury. Every method was
-rtaWikm °?
at Camb"fee 1S heresy M Andover, and practiced on both sides to gain an advantage! for the Bon homme Richard, there being the claim admiration, when a man of sense comes
most essential difference in their appearance to marry, it is a companion whom he wants9
and construction; besides, it was then full and not an artist.—It is not merely a creature
moonlight, and the sides of the Bon homme who can paint and play, and sing, and draw,
Richard were all black, while the sides of the and dress, and dance : it is a being who can
„¡ted to continue thei.
Lessential and aTtL fome '
a“ advantaSeous
- spite of
prizes were yellow ; yet for the greater secu comfort and counsel him ; one who can reason,
■it the patrons of the F.le pXX Se hLdc, who dT6e"deaV°UrS ‘°
AS '
rity, 1 showed the signal of our reconnois- and reflect, and feel, and judge, and discourse*
to deal with an enemy of greatly superiorforce^
from them in sentiment. Therefore it be- I was under the necessity of closing with him, sance, by. putting out three lanthorrfc, one at and discriminate ; one who can assist him in
zes every man to think, and examine to prevent the advantage which he had over the head, (bow,) another at the stern, (quar his affairs, lighten his cares, soothe his sor
f
>>
7 "seLy, an(I decide for himself, for it is very me in point of manœuvre. Jt was my inten ter,) and»-tho.third in the middle, in a horizon rows, purify his joys, strengthen his princi
ples, and educate his children. Such is the
'!i JlSOOKS. ar that no one can or ouSht t0 depend tion to lay the Bon homme Richard athwart tal line. Every tongue cried that he was fi
ring into the wrong ship, but nothing availed ; woman, who is fit for a wife, a mother, and a
_
oily on any mortal, let his claims to ortho’
the enemy’s bow, but as that operation requi
tment ot BLANK ACCOu/y
eVeJ S0 &reab “ For wbo sbaH de" red great dexterity in the management of he passed round, firing into the Bon homme mistress of a family. A woman of the former
stantly on hand, and for sale ¿e lyhoti doctors disagree ?”—To suppose both sails and helm, and some of our braces Richard’s head, stern and broadside, and by description may occasionally figure in the
EMICHS BOOKSTOM1
beneficent Father of Spirits has given being shot away, it did not exactly succeed to one of his vol lies killed several of my best drawing room and attract the admiration of
the company ; but is. entirely Unfit for a help
Opposite the Meeting
™
a Smal1 my wishes ; the enemy’s bowsprit, however, men, and mortaly wounded a good officer on
mate
to man and to “ train up his child in the
the
forecastle.
.My
situation
was
really
de

fg25.
.t °1 hIS children, is to suppose him partial, j came over the Bon homme Richard’s poop by
L______________ _ .„Jch we are by no means willing to grant. the mizen mast, and I made both ships f^st plorable. The Bon homme Richard receiv way he should goP—Port Folio*
P
eternal praise be to Him who wisely or- together in that situation, which by the action ed various shot under water from the Alli
ed that every man should have a light of the wind on the enemy’s sails, forced her ance; the leak gained on the pumps, and the
PRIDE AND IGNORANCE.
R SALE BY
hin him, and that light is reason. There stern close to the Bon homme Richard’s bow, fire increased much on board both ships.—
©» 1WH1O y be iings above reas?n>but there cannot so that the ships lay square along side of each Some officers persuaded me to strike, of
“ I have read,” says Montesquieu, «in the
anything contrary to it • for, as the cele- other, the yards being all entangled, and the whose courage and sense I entertain a high
relation
of the voyage of one of our vessels of
__________________ -ted Locke observes, “ this would be to cannon of each ship touching the opponent’s opinion. My treacherous master-at-arms let
discovery, that some of the crew having land
loose
all
my
prisoners
without
my
knowledge,
MTN HTTP
»vert the principles and foundations of all side, j When this position took place it was 8 |
ed on the coast of Guinea', to purchase some
Jill i U 1 IhM iwledge, evidence, and assent whatever,
sheep, were led to the presence of the sove
tist Association, held at the BapI there would be left no difference between ard had received sundry 18 pound shot below
U uau ltw «. sunary 1» pound shot below enemy’s mainmast began to shake their firing reign,
gn? who
W , was administering justice to his
House, in the second parisHth and falsehood, no measures of credible bewatar
’and,aaked VeryLm^hL- ,Mybat- decreased, ours rather increased and th! P,eoP.!eunder
’ .atree. He was ori his throne,
indQth, 1825.-Are ready Ifl incredible in the world, if doubtful proptery of 12 pounders, on whtch I had placed | British colours were struck at half past 10 I h...........
? - say on a block of wood, on which he
T K. REMICH’S Boobt*-nkS ,shal1 ta’ie. Rla?e befo.re self-evident, my chief dependance, being commanded by o’clock.
1 pa * 10 sat
sat with
with all
all tl
the dignity of a Mogul. He had
’ lg
1 what we certainly know, give way to what Lieut. Dale and Col. Weibert, and manned
This'nrize nroved tn La
r three or four guards with wooden pikes, and a
9
t r viuci
dUU llldliULtl
____ _--------------- _—
possibly be mistaken in.” However principally
Frpnrh I — Jq_ P- ____ . •
. . . k‘ sb!P 2^ large
principally by
by American
American seamen,
seamen, and
and French
large umbrel
umbrella served him for a canopy.
aslble a man’s pretensions are, it does not volunteers, were entirely silenced and aban | war the Serapis, a new ship of 44 guns, built
His
.whole
royal ornaments, and those of her
I
on
their
most
approved
construction,
with
two
>ie lUCUlLUK.
isequently follow that therefore he is right,
doned. As to the six old 18 pounders that
! complete batteries, one of them of 18 pounders, majesty the queen, consisted of their black
___ ____________ 1 whatever a man’s belief may be, he is
formed the battery of the lower gun deck,
and commanded by the brave Commodore skin and a few rings. This prince, still more
IC PILLS, prepared bj fflhodox in his own opinion. God alone abthey did no service whatever; two out of
Richard Pearson. I had yet two enemies to vain than miserable, asked the strangers,
■An approved remedy w ^jtely knows whose belief is right, and
three of them burst at the first fire, and kil
if they spoke much about him in France.
on, Habitual Cosinwne, ose - wrong- Therefore no honest man
led almost all the men who were stationed to encounter far more formidable than the Brit He thought that his name could not fail to be
ons; I mean fire and water. The Serapis
that Dvspepda !’ o«eoi *'uld fear in the smallest degree the anathemanage them. Before this time too, Col. De
carried from one pole to the other; and unlike
¡es of our country. Its
pronounced against him by men of tyran- Chamillard, who commanded a party of 20 was attacked only by the first, but the Bon that conquerer to whom it was said, that he
ed in different patients by «'I dispositions, who would have every one soldiers on the poop had abandoned that sta homme Richard was assailed by both : there
were five feet water in. the hold, and though put all the earth to silence, he believed, for
ich the most remarkable »^ieve that God had laid snares for all unSXibKrn-t. 1
hl" b“s-' tion, after having lost some of his men. These it was moderate from the explosion of so much his part, that he set all the universe a talking.
“ When the Khan of Tartary has dined, a
es and skin, acidity of thestofo . P
J ill be, more or less self- two pieces of cannon, 9 pounders on the gunpowder, yet the three pumps that Remain11 cries
Cr\T out, that now all the sovereigns
1 called heart burn, Hawtacient, self-righteous men, who to relieve quarter deck that were not silenced-’and not ed could with difficulty only keep the water
from gaining.
gaining. The fire broke out in various 1 he earth
m.a7
amner as soon as they
r'r'”*h,ma
y go to dinner
from
ch, bttter taste in the -^selves from pecumary embarrassments, one of the heavier cannon were fired during
parts of the ship, in spite of all the water that iP ^aSe .a?d tbl.s ba[baJ"ian, whose banquet is
reath,____________ ip*° SACUre.t0 themse Ives through life some the rest of the action. The purser, MivMeaseS
miJk’ ^hohas no house, and who
ac.at.on, depression ot P lrabI advantages will be ready at all • who commanded the guns oLhfe quarter deck could be thrown to quench it, and at length !°n^
broke out as low as the magazine, and witfin ¡of ‘Ip „orF/« v"de7 °oks uP?n.a11 Jhe k’ngs
ted with i'’<liges,ionfj/fr°h^s in(iMger an^^hht
‘he I bei''Skran§er°Usly wounded in the head, I a few inches of the powder/In that dilemma,
twfc! a dai™8’
WSU
a„d speedily
fo/1?1 dam,nablc here-, was obliged to fill his place, and with great
I took out the powder upon deck, ready to be
&
X*
thrown over board at the last extremity, and
it was 10 o’clock the next day the 24th, beA NICE POINT OF LAW.
Blackstone, speakir
i fore the fire was entirely extinguished. With
,>tc of a wife
respect to the situation of the Bon homme i to dower, asserts, th
bus- 10HN LILLIE ?hmsubjects, but only the fire of this little battery,, and held out Richard, the rudder was cut entirely off the fband fqr a sinSle 1
v
___. __ _
es- stern frame, and the transums were almost en- !: endowed
eadowed thereofpecially the main top, where Lieut. Stack t*
' was extend?
f
tirely
the lower ‘¡trine
\ cut away ; the timbers, „by ¿L
_____ --<■'««.’•
»Ml veil», „( epi. SSMt
. I directed the fire of one of
— '
s? such as heretic, mfiael, deist, &c. &c. the 3 cannon, against the main-mast, with deck especially, from the mainmast to the Wales, where th'
stern, being greatly decayed with age were hanged in one cp
such men believe in the existence of a
double-headed shot, while the other two were
mangled beyond niy power of description, to have survives
ng Power above, who can speak the word,
exceedingly well served with grape, and Can- and a person must have been an eye- witness struggle the fo*
TTinen or Cotton
be °beyed--sun, moon and stars, be ye
^he^ewillbeg^tened! and to the old immense ocean,<so nister shot to silence the enemy’s musketry, to form a just. idea of the tremer^dous scene ed of an esfo
and
deck, which
which was
ana clear
ciear her
ner decK,
was at
at last
last effected
effected !; of carnage, wrecfo and ruin, that eve’-y where quence of w'
d Stationary, PaPer
proud waves roll, but no farther ! The
enemy were, as I have since understood,J appeared.
.
7
’verdict for
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^Miscellaneous.

e

c|,'s Borf*’

STATE OF MAINE.

MAXÏ» ABTSCXiES,
LEXINGTON, (Ky.) AUG. 1.

Leach and Hanson was entered, and a suit
Dood< aow, nor K
sum of money was taken from the dra«{
butfr hj the writ
vers we ar
This is supposed to have been done by boj
his pc
If his man)
No discovery has yet been made.
some
position'
Also last week a boy stole a pocket M
by e*
containing a small sura of money from a
Wi S regard t
that t e candidal
at work on the the new town-hall. He I
been apprehended and the money recover
the 4i people’s tic
witt» i ehope, P°
More daring and profligate still. On Sat«:
to ci
day last, when the Constables were in sear(
speec ties as hi» c
of the boy who stole Mr. Dow’s money,
in pr it.
discovered a boy apparently 17 or 18 yea|
old, qf rather a suspicious appearance, lol
IrOKIAE CA
ing about the outskirts of the town, who, (
SE
being questioned, feigned himself in a state;
Ion. JûSî
intoxication. On being taken however,
george
subjected to an examination, this person prof
athan
ed to be a female 1 It was ascertained tij
she had worked in this town for some mon» '
in men’s clothes and had called hem
44 Charles Trefeathering.” She has bel
ItüRDA
sent to the house of correction.—

Yesterday, To-morrow and To-day.
MURDER.
What is yesterday ? a name given to wha
dred and twenty-five.
Extract of a letter from Caldwell county—
is dead, which, but for its death, could not
An Act to prevent drunkenness.
!have had a name.—Yesterday gives up 444 A cruel murder was perpetrated in this
on the body of a young man named
Sect. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and 1the very pretensions of life. His fate is county
i
Good deeds may have been done Thomas Wigs, in June last, at the house of
House of Representatives in Legislature assem- strange.
.
Stokes, who lives on the bank of
Med, That if any person shall intoxicate him (during his existence, or crimes may have Absalom
.
river. A man named Harry
or herself by the excessive drinking of spirit- marked
:
his progress, but they are buried Cumberland
<
uous or strong liquors, and shall be convicted with him in the grave of time.— Prue it is, Wells was concerned with Stokes in the mur
They tied Wigs and beat him cruelly,
thereof, he or she shall forfeit and pay the their
,
effects remain to bless or punish the be- der.
i
cut off his ears, stabbed him and threw
sum of one dollar on a first conviction, and ings who transacted them.
The moment then
1
not less than two, nor mpre than ten dollars yesterday is christened, is the moment that Ithe body, into the river. A charge of theft
on each succeeding conviction ; or he or she prov.es him dead. He leaves a survivor was alledged against Wigs, by Wells, but it is
may be committed to the house of correction whose name is 44 to-day”—the name that yes believed without foundation.—Stokes has been
and is now confined in Prince
of the county wherein the offence shall be terday had previously possessed—and whose apprehended
;
committed, not exceeding three days on the fate will be to receive his predecessor’s new ton jail, to be tried in September—Wells has
first conviction, nor more than thirty days on name, and to follow him to the region of si not yet been found.
any succeeding conviction, at the discretion of lence and death to-morrow.
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. AUG. 11.
the Court before which such person may be
To-morrow’s fate is still more singular ; he
Major
T.
P.
Andrews passed through this
tried : And if any such person shall refuse can never be said to live j but he never per
or neglect to satisfy the said forfeituie, 01 ishes. When the clock at night peals out town a few days ago, on his return to Wash
.
goodsandchattelscannot.be found whereof twelve, fancy may picture him as being born; ington, having finished the business of the
important,
mission
on
which
he
had
been
sent
io levy the same, he or she shall be commit and during the dull hour of darkness, his ex"
For the Kennebun k Gazette,
ted to the house of correction as aforesaid. pected approach may excite all the feelings by the President.
We learned from him, that, previous to his Mr. Remich,
And for further punishment, any man who of which our nation is capable. 1 he crime
shall be twice convicted as aforesaid, shM* covered wretch anticipates his coming with departure from Milledgeville, he REINSTA
The nomination of Messrs. Prime, Scamtjj
be disqualified from holding, and incapable fear—the lover with impatience—the calm TED Col. CROWELL, the Indian Agent, in and Elden as Senators for tne CoiitHy of York,;
of any office or place of honour, profit or philosophic mind with unmoved placidity ; the office from which he had been suspended, a very popular one in this vicinity. It being yj
trust in the town or plantation where he re but he disappoints them all; he never comes ; the evidence produced not sustaining any of derstood that Mr. Parsons declined a re-nonjiD!
sides, or under this State, during the term of oved and dreaded as he is, still he never the charges brought against him, but making tion—the last named gentleman, was consider
the most suitable person to supply his place. M
shrouds himself in obscurity, and remains un his good conduct as Agent apparrent.
two years.
* .
Observer.
Elden is well known in the interior of the coiiuhl
Sect. 2. Be it further enacted, That any seen. He js like; a dissembqdied spirit, which .
He is a merdhant, and from his intercourse «ij
person who shall sell any wine, spirituous or is permitted to haunt the mind of man : and
BALTIMORE, AUG. Iff.
1
the
interior, is well acquainted with the iniew
mixed liquors, part of which is spiritqus, to he is ever suggesting to us that the day is de
< that section of the county. He has evet bej
any common drunkard or common tippler, parting, that it is sinking to the tomb of its Arrival of the French Fleet in Hampton Roads. of
a firm, undeviating republican ; and having bet
knowing him or her to be such, or to any predecessor, yesterday, and either buoys up
Our correspondent of the Norfolk Herald, ‘several times a Representative to our Legislatut
person, knowing, it to be for such common the mind with hope or harrows it with fear, under yesterday’s date, informs us that 44 the ,
experience in legislation is valuable, andoql'
drunkard or common tippler, shall forfeit and of what he himself shall produce ; but lo ’ French squadron, under Admirals Jurien and his
,to be duly appreciated b$r the people of this ecu
pay for each offence the sum of ten dollars.
the morning breaks, and it is to-day.
Grivel, which were at Port au Prince during ty. For the experience of an upright, hosts,
Sect. 3. Be it further enacted, That the
This is the best boon of heaven to man.— the négociation of the treaty between the and intelligent citizen, will be a belter guide,!
Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court and To-day gives opportunity for improving our French and Haytien Government, and subse ascertaining the expediency of measures adopts
Court of Common Pleas, severally throughout existence, aud becoming what the Omniscient quently touched at Havana, arrived in Hamp for the public welfare, than all the delusive visie
this State, and every Justice of the Peace intended we should become, useful members ton Roads on Friday last, in 13 days from of a young lawyer, the professional skill of a
within his proper county, are hereby empow of society, virtuous and happy beings.—The the latter place—the squadron consists'of two tor, or the intrigue and management of a Cray
ered, authorized and required to proceed a- past vanishes from our view ; a glorious fu ■ ships of the line, two of 60 guns, four of 44, a fordite. Messrs. Prime and Scammon are t
gainst and punish all persons offending against ture opens from the sight; but let us not w ait corvette and two brigs, in all eleven sail,* known to the electors. They have been for m
this act, and shall issue, if necessary,, a war for the promised to-morrow’s arrival to im and is the largest man of war fleet that nas eral years members of cur Legislature, and
rant or other proper process to bring any prove that future : let to-day engross all our been within our waters for nearly thirty year represented this County in the Senate. Tilperson accused or complained of, before him, attention, as the future will be either misera years, except that under Admiral Cochrane are both of them worthy and intelligent citize^
and upon the testimony of one or more cred ble or happy according to our present deeds. during the late war. We had the pleasure of men of wisdom, firmness and integrity—Men
ible witnesses, or of the confession of the If we look back upon yesterday, it is a very a full view of them from Willoughby’s Point, are well acquainted with the interests of the Ste
party accused, shall convict the person, shadow, empty and useless as the promised as
, they stretched across the bay from the and of this County, and will always faithfully p,
form their duty, regardless of the frowns and
who shall be guilty as aforesaid, and ad- gifts of to-morrow.
Cape to Old Point Comfort under easy sail, ummes, of the whole host of Crawfordites, den
’ judge and declare the forfeiture, or com
with a fresh easterly breeze, in a line with in gogues and office seekers, which to the diagram
mitment to the house of correction, as here
Religion brightens in the shades of retire* tervals of about two miles between them, and our State, have heretofore had an undue influe^
in before directed: And any person com merit. The hurry of business, and the rude a more grand and imposing exhibition, or one
over, and been much countenanced by the pa®
mitted to the house of correction as a- scenes of mirth drown the whispers of con better calculated to inspire admiration, can
age of our government. It may be fuitho
foresaid, shall, there be fed on bread and science, and quench the vital spark of religion. not well be conceived. On coming to anchor
marked that the gentlemen nominated, are k
water only, unless other food shall be neces The Christian will often retire to converse the senior Admiral’s ship, the Eylau, fired a porters of the national administration ; have ah«
sary for the preservation of his or her life.
with hi| God. There he enjoys bis sweetest salute, and was answered by a corresponding! been the decided friends of John Quincy Adad
Sect. 4. Be it further enacted, That every I moments, there he tastes the pleasures which number of guns from Fortress Monroe.
who was the people’s candidate for the Presideiij
selectman or assessor, who shall knowingly it is not in the power of earthly objects to af
We understand the squadron will remain1 and who is emphatically the people*» fa
neglect or refuse to perform the duties re ford. When he withdraws from noise and.1 ’ in our waters until the hurricane season in1 Whereas the candidates presented for your m
quired of him by the sixth and seventh sec disturbance, when he meditates at leisure on
port in the Alfred paper, were from the begianii
1 the West Indies is over*
tions of the act for the regulation of innhold those great truths, which have not been seri
Thé novelty of the expedition of so large a of the Presidential controversy, open and avow
ers, retailers and common victuallers, and the ously enough considered, it is almost impossi-’ naval force, had its full effect on the curiosi supporters of Crawford, notwithstanding the w
fifty third section of the act regulating the' ble that he should not be affected with them. ty of our citizens, and a large party went versa! wish of the people of this county, that I
jurisdiction and proceedings of the Courts of Intercourse with the world cools our affections i down in the Steam Boat Virginia on Satur Adams might be elected—And were prohl!
Probate, shall forfeit and pay for every such for religion, and darkens the hopes of future day morning to enjoy it. After running down recommended with no other view, than that!
their skill in management and intrigue, they raiji
neglect the sum of fifty dollars.
enjoyment, in the same proportion that it in the line of the squadron, the Virginia bore up
Sect. 5. Beit further enacted, That every creases our attachment to the present. If we again to the headmost ship, the Eylau, and contrive to get a vote of both houses of tjie i
forfeiture arising by virtue of the second and would breathe a purer air we must shun the on coming abreast of her lay to for a few eislature, to removs all the Courts to Alfred.
HOLLIS.
fourth sections of this act, shall be recovered noxious vapours of vice, we must flee frorr it minutes to afford the passengers an opportu
by action of debt in any Court proper to try as more dangerous than the plague or the pes nity of a leisurely view of that superb ship ;
For the Kennebunk Gazetti|
the same, one moiety thereof to the use of the tilence. Ye friends of humanity; when you when immediately the boats, of the Eylau
person who may sue therefor, and the other behold the greater part of mankind eagerly were sent off with a polite invitation from
moiety thereof, to the use of the town where pursuing the fleeting vanities of time, and for Admiral Jurien to the ladies and gentlemen Mr* Remich,
It appears by Mr. Holmes’ paper oi l
such offence may be committed ; and all getting the joys of immortality, then retire on board the Virginia, to visit his ship.
11th
inst. that the Hon. Mark Dennett,D,
prosecutions by virtue of the first section of and heave a sigh for human depravity ; but
The invitation was joyfully accepted ; and
this act, shall be commenced within ten days retire not in vain. Resolve to quit yoiar fol
iel Goodenow, Esq« and Doct. Moses Sv
in a little time the whole party were convey are nominated to r epresent this county ini
after the offence shall have been committed. lies ere you again emerge in sinful pleasures.
ed on board the Eylauf where they were re
Sect. 6. Be it further enacted^ That in all All the moments of our lives are counted. ceived and entertained with that distinguish approaching Senate ; and that a person sf
cases for violation of the provisions of this Let us employ them well or ill, we shall not ed politeness, attention , and hospitality so ing himself *4 An Elector” (probably one!
act, which may be tried before a Justice of increase their number, it is fixed and lessens characteristic of the French nation. After hopes to be elected), talks of Mr. Deni
the Peace, the party accused shall have a continually. Is then our treasure on earth ? being shewn through every part of the ship, experience, Mr. Goodenow’s powers, and!
right to appeal to the Court of Common Pleas It will vanish in the hour of distress. Is it in they were conducted to the Admiral’s quar Swett’s extensive information, in a strain
modesty which has not usually attended :
next to be holden in the county where said heaven ? It will increase in value through a
ters, where refreshments were served round,
offence shall have been alledged to have been boundless Eternity. Youth and beauty may and the company were made perfectly 44 at junto nominations. And to show the i$[
committed.
fall before iffe corroding hand of time, like home,” by the polite and assiduous attention sity of effecting this change in the represe^
tion, he says, that 44 it is not deviating in I
House of Representatives, Feb. 26,1825.
the tender flower before the chilling blasts of of the officers,, and took their leave with feel
least from the merits of the present ind
Read and referred to the next Legislature, autumn. The brightest morning may soon ings of the warmest regard for their enter
and in the meantime, ordered to be published be overcast with clouds; and storms of ad tainers. The Eylau, it will be recollected bents to observe that they cannot beat act
parison with the gentlemen there recommei
in the public newspapers of the printers to versity may drive us far from the smiles and was one of the squadron of three ships, under
caresses
of
our
friends
:
happy
beyond
ex

admiral Jurien, which visited us about this ed.” It is certainly the first time in
the State.
pression, if in these moments religion be our time last year, and remained, in Hampton county that the most zealous of Mr. Dem
Sent up for concurrence. .
friends ever pretended to elevate him n
guide.—This will smooth the furrowed front Roads until late in October.”
JOHN RUGGLES, Speaker.
comparison with the Hon. Joseph Prime,
of
age,
and
blunt
the
barbed
arrow
of
death.
Senate, Feb. 26, 1825.
ther on the score of political information,;
*
^L
’
Eylau,
8o
guns,
Admiral
Jurien,
Capt.
ClemThis will brighten when aft other enjoyments
Read and concurred.
perience, or integrity, and we join with L
have fled, when gaity ceases to please, and endot.
Le Jear Bart, 74, Admiral, Grivel, Capt. Broue.
JONAS WHEELER, President.
elector in saying that Mr. Dennett’s aptk
mirth can no longer delight.
La Venus, 60, Capt. Menouvrier de Fresne ; La in legislation was duly appreciated last SI
A true copy—attest,
Clorinde, 60, Capt. Pelleport ; La Themis, 44, Capt.
Charles B. Smith, Sec. of the Senate.
Errors and mistakes, however gross, in Russel ; La Magicienne, 44, Capt. Leblond Piassau ; tember when the electors of this county
matters of opinion, if they are sincere, ought La Nymphe, 44, Capt. Cuvillier ; La Medee, 44, him down by a majority of near two tho®
Capt. Penreux Demesle ; Corvette La Salamandre,
PENNSYLVANIA BULLS.
to be pitied, but not punished or laughed at. Capt. Coste ; brig Le Curieux, Lieut. Golias ; brig votes. If this is the case which I believe ,
44 elector” will not deny, it must be Mr. &
The Westchester (Penn.)44 Village Record”
antine L’Antelope,. Lieut. Mandait.
enow’s powers or Doct. Sweet’s extensive
He
who
jests
at
the
deformities
of
nature,
says 44 On Sa*” ' T night last, about 2 o’clock
formation that elevates this ticket so
in thp
e lads belonging to the upbraids the God of Nature.
PORTLAND, AUG. 23.
above 44 mediocrity.” The writer appt
ROGUES A'JfD THIEVES.
sleep in the third stocontented with ascribing to Mr, Goode:
Never. join with your friend when he abu
On Friday last, between three and four talents, without informing us in what part;
?lf in a cherry tree in ses his horse or his wife, unless the one is
hundi ed dollars in money was stolen from the lar he excels ; whether he possesses the pj
He was entirely about to’be sold, and the other buried.
store of Mr. Jedediah Dow in this town. It er to make a good argument or a good I
on but shirt and
The real use of talkfog is almost lost to the is supposed to have been taken by a small gain—to maintain the dignified character:
unconscious how
boy in the day time, when Mr. D. had step■ legislator, or, to prostitute it to interes
world by the excessive custom of lying*
liking his roost,
ped out of the door. Several boys have been and party views—are questions which'
'irried back to
SPORT.—One hundred and thirty Dol apprehended and examined, but the money writer has thought proper to leave to our so
tion. We would not be considered as phins were lately caught in three hours on has not yet been discovered.
■ tempting to defame the character of 1
On
one
day
last
week
the
store
of
Messrs.
board
of
the
Light
Ship
off
Sandy
Hook.
■
'om* Mv*
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troodenow, nor to derogate from his merits,
but from the writer’s silence on the nature of
his powers we are justified in concluding that
some of his many talents would degrade him
by exposition.
With regard to Doct. Swett we observe,
that the candidate which is to be added to
l^vh?thec*H' the “ people’s ticket” from the Ossipee towns,
will, we hope, possess too much independence
to cringe to a scheming junto, or, adopt
speeches as his own which he never saw till
rather a susni?
MANY.
°ullheoutskVoftah^ in print.

opposed to
o?r,ryh:)sJ«beS’*
0 test weekn U
rknS\S,nallsu®oSlN
kon,the >henew
Weeded andY

SENATORIAL CANDIDATES FOR YORK COUNTY.

Hon. JOSEPH PRIME, Berwick.
GEORGE SCAM MAN, Esq. Saco.
NATHAN ELDEN, Esq. of Buxton.

les Trefeathering.» S

KBarisræBsmK.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 27, 1825.
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LATEST FROM EUROPE.
Information from Havre to the 15th, and
from Liverpool to the. 17tffof July, have been
:mich,
received at New-York.
““■»¡nation of Messrs. Pò»
The London Price Current of the 5th, says,
ena,8d~f»ru>eÌr that the purchases Of tobacco for speculation,
continue extensive, and prices have advanced
■hat Mr. Parson, deci ,
l-4d. to l-2d. per lb.
The accounts of the revenue for the year
’“lableP««on to supp|y fell.
ending 5th July, when compared with the
■jell known
two last years, show an increase of income of
merchant, and from his
1,713,000/. sterling.
■■or, i, well acquainted wkh 4
At Havre, the Cotton Market, had again
lection of the county. Hek
became dull—but it was expected the demand
mdeviating republican ; and ia
would be increased in consequence of the
imesa Representative to òwL
plague having broken out at Alexandria, Enence m legislation is valuti
gypt, which would operate against imports
ly appreciated by the people^
from that country.
r the experience of an Lt
At Marseilles, and other Mediterranean
hgent citizen, will be a ¿J
ports, a rigid quarantine was in force on ves
mg the expediency of me»
sels from Egypt. Several had arrived in
>ubhc welfare, than alltheàfe
England from thence with foul bills of health.
ng lawyer, the professional^
The last advices from Egypt stated that
he intrigue and maaagemeuHi
the Locusts were making frightful ravages in
Messrs. Prime and Scarat
that country.
0 the electors. Theyhavefe
The Paris papers of July 14, announce, in
’3 members of our Legislator,
letters from Italy as late as the 3d, that a sig
esented this County in the &
nal victory had been gained by the Greeks
of them worthy and inteffigui
over three divisions of the Turkish Army,
isdom, firmnesaand integrity*
which had advanced upon the Peninsula.
icquainted with the intelai
The first division was destroyed near Amblins County, and will always^
ani, by Gen. Gonras, the commander in chief,
irduty, regardless of the fro«
who perished in the battle. The second di
)f lhe whole host of CrawW
vision was besieged in the fortress of Solone,
nd office seekers, which to th;
and the. third, after having been beaten, had
j, have heretofore had ansili
dispersed and fled.towards Negropont.
been much countenanced^
Between the 20th and 21st May the Greek
ur government. It may h
Admiral Sackboury is said to have defeated
hat the gentlemen nomini
the Turkish fleet of 100 sail off Cape Oro and
the national administratiooii
Andros, and only 27, with the Captain Pacha,
leaded friends of John Qi
he people’s candidate forth'
escaped.
It is said Lord Cochrane intends to proceed
j is emphatically the
the candidates presented h
to the assistance of the Greeks.
le Alfred paper, were frorolh
On the 6th of July the British Parliament
evidential controversy, oped
was prorogued to the 25th of Aug. On this
rs of Crawford, uotwithstaoiij
occasion the King compliments Parliament
sh of the people of this
on their new Commercial Laws.
might be elected—And wì
The King of Sweden has obtained of Eng
nded with no other view, lk
land the admission of young sailors into Eng
11 in management and intridi
lish vessels to learn navigation.
to get a vote of both hoaied
A company with a capital of 500,000
, to rmwt all the Courts to 4
crowns,
has been formed at Hirschberg, Ger
I
many, for sending flour to South America.
An agent has left Loudon for the northern
countries of Europe, for the purpose of ascer
For the KennebunkÇà
taining minutely at what price the foreign ag
riculturalist can raise his corn. His report
micii,
will be made to the Ministry previously to the
pears by Mr. Holmes’ p®
>t. that the Hon. Mark De
consideration of the Corn Laws next Session
denow, Esq« and Doct. &
of Parliament.
The money market in London is said to
linated to represent this w
have improved—funds, in many cases being
filing Senate; and that ap
withdrawn from commercial speculation.
self“ An Elector” (proba^
The Finances and Revenue of France and
a be elected), talks of B
ncc Mr.
Goodenow’s/*.
. . England are flourishing—-and the sinews ol
nii.
(
war strengthening.
extensive information, in 1
/ which has not usually alt
LONDON, JULY 15.
iminations. And to sho»l
C
adiz
,
June
24.
—
His
Br.
Majesty’s frigate
‘fleeting this change m W
Active,
Hon.
Capt.
Rodney,
arrived here -on
says, that “itisnotdfl*
the 13th inst. from Algiers and Gibraltar, hav
the merits of the P1®
ing on board the Portuguese Minister to the
observe that they can*
Dey of Algiers. When arrived in the bay
with the gentlemen tbere
she wa§ hailed by .a French brig of war,
t is certainly the fe
which
is stationed at the mouth of the bay to
that the most zealous «1»
Enforce the quarantine laws ; the Commander
ever pretended to de,i ,
replied that as he was coming into a Spanish
ison with the Hon. M
port he would recognize no flag but that be
the score of political
longing to the Spanish nation. A mutual ex
6,or integrity, and J)*
planation took place, the frigate performed
insayingfioppS
the necessary quarantine.
ation was duly appR
On the Tuesday folio wing the. packet from
When the electors “
England arrived off Cadiz. She was brought
n by a majority 0
.
to by the French brig. The moment the
if this is the case wW :
commanding officer of the Active saw her en
.»will not deny, H mJ
ter the bay, he ordered his boat and went
)OvversorDoct. Sw J
along side of her. When the Captain of the
,n that elevates this
French brig saw this, he sent an impertinent
message to know u who had the timerity to
board the packet without his orders ? The an
swer returned was, that the Commander of
his Brittanic Majesty’s frigate Active, agree
ably to and in conformity with admiralty or
ders, dared to board his Majesty’s packet, and
would
every other English vessel/ which
r, or’
P
questions1
should enter the Bay of Cadiz during her stay
rty views—are q f([
there, whether the same should be agreeable
a5thOU^tnotPbe co®*
to the French Commander or not.
the

nut,

kea.s°?\as^

The French took offence, and they now is in a fair way of recovery, and will prob
say they will put up no longer with such in ably be soon restores to her usual state of
sults, but that their orders must be implicitly health.—New-Bedford Mercury.
obeyed.
FIRE AT PAWTUXET.
distressingIntelligence.
On Thursday afternoon, between three and
Latest from Key West.—A gentleman arri four b’clockj the Stone Factory, owned by
ved at Charleston from Key west, states that Messrs. Brown & Ives, of Providence, and
the yellow fever was prevailing at that place the heirs of Jonathan Aborn, situated near
to an alarming extent. Out of about thirty the bridge, took fire from the friction of the
marines left there by Coin. Warrington, picker, and in a short time was, consumed.
but three were able to perform duty, two The lower part of the building was occupied
thirds of them being dead, and the remainder by Mr. Jeremiah Randall as a grist mill, and
lying very ill. Lieut. Com. Tupper was left had two run of stones. The factory contain
in a dying state. The fever was very fatal ed 400 spindles. A small part of the machine
among the sailors—the hospital being crowded ry was saved in a damaged state. Many of
with the sick, and but five or six able to do the females of the village exerted themselves
duty. Capf. James M’lntosh, the comman much in passing buckets and otherwise assist
der of the Island, was down with the fever. ing at the fire. Several contigious buildings
Sailing Master Hardy, commanding the Na were much exposed, and a part of the furni
vy Yard, had just recovered from a severe ture from the house of Colonel John Arnold,
illness. The U. S. sloop Vagabond, under was removed. We learn that insurance to
command of Midshipman Fatio, hacj been the amount uf $5000 on the property had
despatched for the purpose of endeavouring been effected at the Washington office in Prov
to fall in with Com. Warrington, off Havana idence.
Prov. Gaz.
or Matanzas, to inform him of the great mor
tality prevailing at Key West, and to advise
COMET.
with him concerning the removal of the re
The time is now fast approaching, when
mainder of the U. 8* forces, &c before they the remarkable Comet or Planet, to which
all fell victims to the fever.
the name of Encke has been given, will be again visible to the earth. The attention of
FROM HAVANA.
astronemers has been much attracted to this
Captain Hall arrived at Baltimore on singular body by the very near equality of
Tuesday, left Havana 5th inst. at which time the times of its revolutions round the sun, and
the place was healthy and all was quiet.—The by the slow, but continual decrease of those
market was so much glutted with flour that times ; which last curious fact is generally
thousands of barrels were piled on the ascribed to the resistance of the Sun’s atmos
wharves.
phere, to the motion of the comet, when in
perihelion.—The comet was last in perihelion
The Norfolk Beacon, states that the late on the 21st of May, 1822 ; its periodical time
gale was very severely felt at Nevis, where ©f revolution being 2205 days (which will
an English ship, nearly new, was driven have elapsed on the 3d of September), we
ashore, and several of the crew lost.
may daily expect to see it. Those, who are
desirous of a particular account of this inter
COM. PORTER.
esting body, will find its history in an elegant
The Court of naval officers have found him article, by the illustrious Bowditch, in a num
guilty of both charges, and sentenced him to ber of the North American Review, printed
be suspended from service for six months, 4 or 5 years since.—It is hoped that due no
which sentence has been approved by the tice will be given of the Comet, as soon as it
President of the JUnited States.
is observed.
Boston Traveller.
We learn that the President has approved
A child in Upper Canada, bit by a mad
of the judgment of the Court, which sentences
Lt. Whitlock to be suspended for two years dog, and exhibiting the usual appearance in
from service. We learn that the President the sublingural glands has been perfectly re
also approves the decision of the Court, which restored by the careful and repeated applica
acquits Lt. Hunter of the charge of u neglect tion of the lancet and caustic to the pimples
of duty,” preferred by Com. Stewart.
and tumours beneath the tongue. These tu
----- .
Wash. Gaz.
mours made their appearance on the evening
FIRE.
of the tenth .day after the bite, and were im
For some days past, the plains seven miles mediately discharged by the lancet. The
north of Saratoga Springs have been on fire. same process on every reappearance of the
The damage done is considerable. We un tumours, produced a cure of this alarming dis
derstand two dwelling houses and three barns ease in about a week.
on the plains have been burned; in conse
quence of the drought it is said to be almost
A man named Henry Spencer Allen, is ad
impossible to check the progress of the fire.
vertised in the Elizabethtown, N. J. paper,
Sandy Hill Times.
and a reward of $50 is offered for his appre
hension. It seems he recently married a
The following statement is copied from the young lady in Essex co. and after swindling
New York Gazette of Saturday last. The her and her family out of some hundreds of
editors say that it is furnished by their news dollars, absconded, since which it has been as
certained that he has another wife or two
collector and may be relied on :—
Last night between the hours of 10 and living.
11 o’clock, Mr. Watson and myself being on
the watch for vessels coming up, and it being
A YOUNG ROGUE CAUGHT.
very dark, we heard loud shrieks of help !
A lad apparently about 15 years old, an
murder ! &c. in a fetnale voice. We immedi apprentice to Mr. Deyo, a respectable tailor in
ately ran to the spot near the Custom House this .place, was very ingeniously detected in
barge office pier No. 1, where we sawT a stealing money from the drawer of Mr.
coach standing near the Battery. On our Throop’s store in this village. He had for
approach the door of the coach was closed in some time made it a practice to call at the
haste, the driver mounted his seat and set off stor% when there was no one in excepting Mr.
on a run. I ordered the driver to stop, but T. or one of his clerks. He would then gen
received no answer. We heard at the time erally call for wine, ar some trifling article
the cries of a female in the coach, apparently kept in the store cellar, and in their abscence
almost distracted, calling us tb assist her. to procure the article, it was suspected that he
Something was forcibly put in her mouth by made free with the change drawer. The
some person, and afterwards we only heard other day Mr. Throop fastened a cord to the
the faint cry of murder, help, as she was back of the drawer, and let one end pass
hurried off. We both attempted to stop the through a small hole in the cellar. It was
.horses but to no effect. They had got under but a short time before the boy came in, and
a full run, and the driver whipped them se observing no one but Mr. Throop in the store,
verely. We then gave chase and cried mur called for some wine: Mr. T. on entering the
der ! watch! &c. to stop the coach! we were cellar, perceiving the cord move, caught hold
soon joined by a number of citizens, who also of it, and with a sudden jirk made it fast; he
gave chase with the same cry, but the coach then ran up stairs, and found the young
went too fast for us. We followed them as rogue with his hand fast in the drawer, and he
far as the Park, and not a watchman was to was taken, as Prince Hal says 44 In the man
be seen in all the distance. A gentleman saw ner.”-— Schoharie Rep.
the coach above Anthony-street in Broad
way, under the same speed. 1 heard the
We learn from the Norfolk Beacon, that a
voice of a man and apparently another female duel was fought at Old Point on Tuesday
in the coach, which was one of our hackney evening last week, between Captain Mount
coaches; yellow body and a good span of fort and Lieut. Spence, both of the U. S. ar
gray horses.”
my,'in which the, latter was wounded, sup
posed mortally.
Salem Register.
SINGULAR ACCIDENT.
A short time since, a young lady in Swan«
A subscription for the Greeks, was made at
zey, while engaged in a factory, had the mis the Paris Exchange on the 12th ult. More
fortune of being completely scalped. Her hair than 2,000,000 francs, nearly $400,000, were
caught in some of the machinery, by which collected in one day.
she was raised suddenly from the floor to the
height of two or three feet, when the skin on
the back of her neck was instantly rent, and
stripped over her forehead, taking off all her
MARRIED—In York, by S. Brooks, Esq. Mr; Da
hair with the skin, and leaving her skull en
vid Avery, Jr. to Miss • Olive Bridges ; Capt.
tirely exposed and bare. The operation was A
sa McIntire, to Miss Caroline Brooks, daugh
so quick, that she did not realize any pain till ter of Daniel Brooks, Esq. all of York.
some time after the accident happened ; nor
In Exeter, N. H. Mr. Obed E. Adams, Men of Do
has the pain at any time since been so excru ver, N. H. to Miss Selina Burleigh, of tfie former
ciating as might have been expected* . She • place,

©Intuarn.
DIED—In Wells, on the 9th, widow Mary Milaged 90 years.
In Sanford, on Thurssday last, a child of Mr. John
Storer.
In Cambridge, Mr. George E. A. C. Barnard, late
proprietor of the Commercial News Room in Boston,,
In Berwick, Widow Lydia Prime, aged 81 years.
In Saco, Samuel, son of Edmund Moody, Esq. aged
18 years.
In Parsonsfield, 2âd ult. very suddenly, Mr. Alvan
Waterhouse; son of Mr. Daniel Waterhouse, aged 21.
In Lyman, on Sunday last, Widow Sands.
In Kittery, Mr. John Fernaid, aged 88.
At the Great Falls, in Sommersworth, N. H. Aug.
18, after a short and distressing sickness, Mr. Thomas
Steele, aged 25 years, son of Gen. Steele of Peterbo
rough, N. H.—Mr. Steele, in the midst of his numer
ous associates and fellow-laboureis, established a char
acter of diligence and sobriety of deportment, worthy
of universal imitation ; As such, he was respected*
while living, and his death is deeply deplored.
N. H. Republican.
drum,

SHIP NEWS.
KEJWEBUJ^K, AUGUST 27.
MEMORANDA.

The U. States, Com. Hull, Wàs àt Òuoquimbo. for
Chorillos, 8 or 10.
Left no Americans at M. Video, July 7. Three ves
sels of war sailed 2 days previous for B. Ayres to ascei tain if that Government intended to assist the Revolutionalists, and in the e^ ent of receiving an answer
in the affirmative, it was to be considered tantamount
to declaration of war. Great Preparations were ma
king at M. V. in anticipation that such would be thè
result. All the vessels of war; and about 25 gun boats*
in port, were preparing for active service. There
were from 5 to 8000 troops in the place.
The Effort, Grace, fiate Miller] of Salem, ar. off
Dover July 12.
Ar. at N. York, schs. Fair American, Crocker Ma
chias, 6 : Lucinda, Smith, Portland, 3 ; Dolphin,
Brown, Saco ; Rising Sun, Bradford, Portland ; Laura
& Eliza, Clark, Gloucester; Hope, North, Ellsworth
Me.; Virginia,Johnson, Portland ; Olive Stanwood,
do. ; Susan, Fletcher; Machias.

Land for Sale
HE subscriber calculating to remove from this
part of the country, offers for sale a valuable
tract of tillage, pasturing and wood LAND, situated
in Kennebunk-Port, within half a mile of Shurburns
Meeting house, (so called), and parts ofthe estate of
the late Col. John Mitchell, also a lot of excellent
wood land, within about sixty rods ofthe above men
tioned lot containing 35 acres.
The above lots will make an excellent Farm, any
person wishing to purchase can have the same on rea
sonable terms, by applying to the subscriber on or be
fore the 10th of November next, if not disposed of
by that time, it will be sold at Auction.
JNO HUFF, Jun.
Kennebunk-Port, Aug. 22, 1825.

T

young man from 16 to 18 years of
age.
S wanted as an apprentice in a English and West
India Goods store, where the opportunity for in
formation is good and the duty not arduous. Inquire
of the printer.
Aug. 27.

Ï

WIllUM BABT1ETT,
ESPECTFULLY informs his friends and the Pub
lic, that he has commenced business at the
store adjoining J. Lillie’s Drug Store, where all
favours will be gratefully acknowledged.
He has just received from Boston, a general assort
ment of

R

Europ’n, India ty Amer’n

GOODS.

Groceries, Crockery, tyc
All of prime quality, which he offers for sale on as
fair terms as can be purchased in this village.
Aug. 25, 1825.

NEW GOODS
O. BURNHAM,
HAS Just received an additional supply of

Seasonable Goods.
Aug 27.

NEW GOODS.

Greenough & Bodwell,
AVE just added to .their Stock a good assort
ment of

H

Eng. W. 1. $ American

GOODS.
Which they offer for sale at low prices.
Aug. 2^.

One Cent Reward.
AN away from the subscriber on the 24th inst.
an indented apprentice by the name of JOHN
BRANNAN, thirteen years age
of —said boy was
of Waterborough. I
bound to me by th*’
hereby forbid al1
or trusting said
” to pav no
boy on my acz
debts of his c

R

Waterboy

quested
Hor

MB

JU *.

N

Notice is hereby Given,

From the U. S. Literary Gazette.

MORNING~TWILIGHT.
THE mountains are blue in the morning air,
And the woods are sparkling with dewy light;
The winds, as they wind through the hollows, bear
The breath of the blossoms that wake by night:
Wi^e o’er, the bending meadows roll
The mists, like a lightly moving sea ;
The sun is not risen—and over the whole
There hovers a silent mystery.
The pure blue sky is in calm repose ;
The pillowy clouds are sleeping there ;
So stilly the brook in its covert flows,
You would think its murmur a breath of air.
The- water that floats in the glassy pool,
Half hid by the willows that line its brink,
In its deep recess has a look so cool,
One would worship its nymph, as he bent to drink.

Pure and beautiful thoughts at this early hour,
Go off to the home of the bright and blessed ;
They steel on the heart with an unseen power,
And its passionate throbbings are laid at rest:
Or who would not catch from the quiet sky
And the mountains that soar in the hazy air,
When his harbinger tells that the sun is nigh,
The visions of bliss that are floating there.

P.

The camp may have its fame, the court its glare,
The theatre its wit, the board its mirth ;
But there’s a calm, a quiet haven, where
Bliss flies for shelter—the domestic hearth 1
If this be comfortless, if this be drear,
It need not hope to find a haunt on earth.
Blswhere we may be thoughtless, gay, carress’d,
But here and only here, we may be blest.

CONSCIENCE.

T

E

to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks successively in the Ken
An Irishman comparing his «watch with St. nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
Paul’s, burst into a fit of laughter. Being may appear at a Probate Court to be held at Alfred, in
asked what he laughed at, he replied,4 And said county, on the first Monday of September next,
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
how can I help it ? Here is my little watch, at
if any they have, why the said instrument should not
that was made by Paddy O’Flaherty on Or be proved, approved, and allowed, as the last will and
mond Quay—and which only cost me five testament of said deceased.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
guineas, has beat your big London clock a
full hour and a quarter since yesterday morn Copy Attest—GEO. THACHER. Reg’r.
Aug. 13.

ing.’

EXTRACT.

I

ty, but I staid longer than I intended.—Where
PROBATE NOTICE.
did you get the money with which you bought
HAT the following Shares in the KENNEBUNK
the estate ? I saved it, Sire, out of the salary At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, within and
SOCIAL LIBRARY, are taxed for the years
1817, and 1825, as follows $ and now remain ua.
which your Majesty is pleased to allow me. for the county of York, on the eleventh day of July,
in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty - paid.
44 Take up your pen,” said the Emperor, 44 and
write as 1 shall direct you—4 The Treasurer five*
:
L Supposed pres^
LISHA ALLEN, named Executor in a certain
is desired to pay to the Bearer, the sum of
cts. etit owners,
Sig'
instrument purporting to be the last will and Original Owners.
80,000 francs.’ He took the draft and signed
testament of David Welch, late of Sanford, in said
Phineas Cole,
2 5 12 1-2 37 i'2 Unknown,
it. x There put that in your pocket, and now county, yeoman »deceased, having presented the same Samuel Emerson, I
45 121-23712 John Frost
Do.
Ï
for probate.
let us set about our regular business.”
45 12 i-2 37^ J. K. Remich,
ORDERED, that the said Elisha Allen give notice Thomas Folsom,
45 12 1-2 371-2 Unknown.
La Belle Assemblee.

Sam Foote being severely scolded, on some
occasion, by a lady of not the most agreea ble
temper he replied—•*,I have heard of tartar
and brimstone, and, by Jove, Madam, you
are the cream of the one and the flower of the
other.
-------

w.... ,
W;' /■.'

An Irishman on board the Lady Robert
Packet, when she was on the point of founder
ing, being desired to come on deck, as the
vessel was going down, replied that he had no
wish to see himself drowned 1

FLOUR.
/fi Éb BLS. Baltimore Superfinç Four ;
V
FOR SALE BY

Peter Folsom,
Edward Grant,
2
Do.
Dimon Gillpatrick,
Do.
John Hovey,
Do.
Nath’J Jeflerds,
James Kimball, Jr. r
Tobias Lord, jr.
John Lowe, jr.
Benjamin Nason.
George Perkins,
Do

gì««#«’

35 12 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown,
pUBí
75
John Grant,
50 25
.
15 12 1-2 37 i>2 Unknown.
■
J
25 12 1-2 37 i-2 Unknown.
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Sam’l Ross.
fgi sC
25 1212 3 7 i Sam’l Emerson.
tTt An<
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown. course of the y
je
25 12 1’2 37 1'2 Unknown* all arrearages^paid25 12 1-2 37 1’2 P Walker.
25 12 1-2 37 12 Unknown.
25 12 12 37 1 2 Unknown.
25 12 1-2 37 i-2 Dan’l Nason,
For th
25 12 1-2 37 i 2 Joseph Curtis
25 12 12 37 12 Heir of Jobs
[Strothers.
John U. Parsons, 4 1,00 50
1,50 J. U Parsons,
foo the
An enquiry
Joseph Porter,
1
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown.
TB
Jos M. Stickney, 1
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Abid Kelly
25 12 i-2 37 1-2 B. Titcomfc
¿d
totk
Benj
.
Titcomb,
EEPS constantly on hand, for sale, a large as
Joseph Thomas,
23 12 1 a 37I Edm’d Pearson, ¡ « To the law 1 ( these, it
sortment of
according t
Do.
25 12 1-2 37I
Unknown
in, them.
Geo W.Wal-I 4
98 Widow Mary L
48 „50
(
lingford,
J
Wallingford.
....ALSO....
C W. Williams,
25 I4Í 37 j Widow A. Frost.
An enqui ÿ into I
Xcriptu
Denmark Satin, do Black and coloured. From the
And that agreeable to a vote of the Proprietors of I that are mj
Manufactory of J. & M. VARNEY, and warranted of said Library, unless the said Taxes with the inter
¡fed to fi
sively asen?
a superior quality.
vening charges thereon, are paid by the second Mon! the Het^SpiniT,
August 6.
day in February next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon | 11to t—
such delinquent Shares will then be sold at Public
Vendue, at the dwelling house of Nathaniel Mc
Of the Kart is
1 and .
cribed
Towle, innholder in said Kennebunk, in order to sat
isfy the said Taxes and intervening charges.
1.
He
isialledl
FOR SALE BY
DANIEL SEWALL,
1
14. 18, 22^1 u“ An
BARNABAS PALMER, > Committee.
JOS.
MOODY.
km
brought forth
TIMOTHY
FROST»
J
Aug. 6.
Kennebunk, July 1,1825.
j 16.
«est oi
of
was the prufst

Ladies’ Morocco Shoes.

JAMES K. REMICH,

K

Ladies’ Morocco Shoes.

(Jider Vinegar,
G.

BARNABAS PALMER.
Conscience, what art thou ? thou tremendous power;
he Blessed ifon, an
Who dost inhabit us without our leave j
oftheMosliBgM
And art within ourselves another self,
F a very superior quality, together with Lots of
and earth, Ind ble
-HE subscriber having contracted with the Over
A master self, that loves to domineer,
genuine
AndAbran said t
seers
of
the
Poor
of
the
town
of
Berwick,
to
F the York Baptist Association, held at the Bap.
And treat the monarch frankly as the slave.
support JOHN STAPLE of said town the year en
lifted up ¿ hand
tist Meeting House, in the second parish in
How dost thou light a *orch to distant deeps ?
tec.
suing, hereby forbids all persons harbouring or trusting
Shapleigh, June 8th and 9th, 1825.—Are ready forHigh God,:
For Sale Cheap by
Make the past present and the future frown ?
him after this date.
delivery at
king, the JI.for Hig
HUMPHREY CHADBOURN.
JOHSi &XUKE.
How, ever and anon, awake the soul,
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
;
zarthy fdfiler a
Berwick, Aug. 16.1825
Aug. 6.
Kennebunk, July 23. 1825.
As with a peal of thunder, to strange horrors.
i, from the s ins otn
In this long restless dream, which ideots hug,
Most High$fo»w
Nay wise men flatter with the name of life ?
“Iw

Soda Powders

NOTICE.

O

T

Bark Wanted.

Miscellaneous.

Drugs and Paints,

THE MINUTES

O

Bark Wanted.

Faluable Medicine.

■ Psi. 57. 2.ij l'
Heb.7.1f “ Pri
Thenaiie<f
NTI-DYSPEPTIC
PILLS,
prepared
by
HEN

The
na
CORDS of good Hemlock BARK, for which
RY JAMES,—An approved remedy for Dysipplied tofoie Fs
w'lLF the height of the market will be given.
peptia, or Indigestion, Habitual Cositiveness, and aL
N. B. Cash given for HIDES at all seasons of the
with God |lr Lore
Piles.
year
R. CURTIS.
11. “T1 ;e cont
It is well known that Dyspeptia is one of the
fots 7.
most frequent diseases of our country. Its com
High dweieth no
mencement is indicated in different patients by varius symptoms, of which the most remarkable arehands.” In the
irregularity of the bowels, obstinate cositiveness,
Highest, l
I•
Has For Sale a general assortment of
headach, commonly called nervous or sick headach,
and shall)|>e call
yellowness
of
the
eyes
and
skin,
acidity
of
the
stom

ISHES to purchase a quantity of COTTON
the powe fof the
ach after eating, often called heart burn, flatulence
and WOOLLEN CLOTH, full yard wide
or wind on the stomach, bitter taste in the month ia
thee.”
and well beat together—Likewise a quantity of TOW
the morning, foetid breath, drowsiness after dinner,
2. He ás calk
and LINEN CLOTH, yard wide, for which a gen
debility, lassitude, emaciation, depression of spirits,
44V|ioistl
erous price will be given.
15.
&c.
Aug. 20.
Of him il k said
Piles being connected with indigestion and cosi
seen the i flther,i
At the Store formerly occupied bv Mr Samuel L. tiveness are certeinly and speedily removed by the
Osborn as “ Cheap Cash Store
which will be sold Pills.
John 1. 8. NPersons afflicted with any of the above symptoms,
on fair principles of trade
time.”
TJTFANTED immediately, one thousand good
are assured that the Anti-Dyspeptic Pills are a rem
July 16.
3. Go foiess i
▼ r
FAGGOTS, to be delivered at the Bake
edy well worth their attention, and entitled to their
peculiar ¡and ex<
House in Kennebunk, for which a fair price will be
entire confidence.
given by the subscriber.
44 There ds none
Sold by JOHN LILLIE,
OLIVER BARTLETT.
Or as it tpight 1
HP H E Subscriber offers Tor sale his House situated KENNEBUNK.
Aug. 20.
except c God
JI
in Kennebunk at the Landing, so called^ near
August 22, 1823.
4. ThI chart
’
Mr. David Little’s.—Said House is two stories high
well ? rushed and pleasantly situated. If not sold at
cribed 111 him, 1
private sale previous to Thursday the ist of Septem
God the ■Father.
ber next, it will then be sold at Public Auction,
4.6. 4 One C
HE subscribers being appointed by the Judge of Terms of sale will be favourable to the purchaser.
Probate for the county of York, Commissioners For further particulars enquire of the Subscriber in
above a ‘|,, and
to receive and examine the claims of the several cred

5. Hi is ex
Portland.
HHDS. good third proof Tobago
itors to the estate of
our LoiiJ Jesus
SAMUEL SHACKLEY.
July so
BENJAMIN WHITTEN,
sed be rOD, eV
150 do. coarse SALT.
{ate of Alfred in said county, yeoman, deceased, rep
sus Chi ¡k, the
15 Bags COFFEE.
resented insolvent; and six months being allowed
of all c (jmfort,
(
10 Kegs good Fig TOBACCO.
from the 11 th of July instant—Hereby give notice
6. F È is ça1
150 Quintals good Quoddy Pollock FISH.
that they will attend that business at the office of Dan
the? Q(tour L<
SOO Bls. No. 1, 2 and 3 MACKEREL,
E the subscribers having been appointed by the
iel Sewall, Esq. in Kennebunk, on the first Saturdays
Blesiid be t
Hon. Jonas Clark Esq. Judge of Probate for
200 do. Gennessee superfine FLOUR,
in the six following months, from 2 to 5 o’clock, in the
the County of York, to receive and examine the 30 do. RYE.
afternoon.
Jesus ( hrist.”
claims of the several creditors to the estate of
DANIEL SEWALL,
1000 Bushels Yellow CORN.
7. I e is ca
JOHN LOW.
MICHAEL BUTLER
Mess and No. 1 BEEF ;
11.3. .44 But
Kennebunk, July 20, 1823.
aug 6.
Clear and No. 1 PORK ; White LEAD
late of Kennebunk Port, Yeoman, deceased, represen
the he: d of e'
Verdigris ; Linseed and Sperm OIL 5
ted insolvent, do hereby give notice that six Months
head d Chris

Wanted by the Subscriber,

Anecdote of Napoleon, previous to his exile.
The employment of his confidential secre
taries was of all kinds of slavery the least
supportable. Day and night it was necessa
ry to be on the spot. Sleep, meals, health,
fatigue, nothing was regarded. A minute’s
absence would have been a crime. Friends,
pleasures, public amusement?, promenades,
rest, all must be given up. The baron de
Maineval, and the Baron de Fain, knew this
by hard experience ; but at the same time
they enjoyed his boundless confidence, the
most implicit reliance on their discretion and
a truly loyal liberality. They both deserved
his confidence. One day at two o’clock, the
Emperor went out to hunt—he will probably,
as usual, be absent about four hours, Maine
val calculates, it is his father’s jour de fete ! he
may surely venture to leave the palace for a
short time. He has bought a little villa, and
is desirous to present it to his beloved father,
and to give him the title deeds—He sets out
the whole family is collected, he is warmly
greeted, they see him so seldom. The pres
ent is given, the joy increases, dinner is ready,
and he is pressed to stop: he refuses. 44 The
Emperor may return and ask for me.5 44 O,
he wont be angry, you are never away.”
The entreaties redouble : ©t length he yields,
and time flies swiftly when we are surround
ed by those we love. In the mean time the
Emperor returns, and even sooner than usual.
He enters his cabinet. 4 Maineval, let him
be called?—They seek him in vain. Napo
leon grown impatient—4 well Maineval !’
They fear to tell him that he is absent, but at
last it is impossible to cpnceal it. At length
Maineval returns-. The Emperor has inquir
ed for you, he is angry.’ 4 All is lost,’ said
Maineval to himself. He makes up his mind
however, and presents himself—his recep
tion was terrible ; 4 Where do you come
from ? go about your business. . I do not
want men who neglect their duty. Maineval
trembled, retires, he did not sleep all night—
he saw his hopes deceived, his services lost,
his fortune missed—it was a dreadful* night. KAt the Old Brick Stand.
EEP constantly for Sale at Boston prices
Day at length came—he reflected—4 he did
Elegant
Gilt Framed Looking Glasses ;
not give me a formal dismission.’— He dress
Do. Brass Fire Setts, with shovel and tongs to
ed himself and at the usual hour went to the
match.
Emperor’s cabinet. Some moments after the
Best Live Geese and common Feathers.
Emperor enters, looks at him does not speak
Brown, Yellow and Green Chairs with gilt
to him, writes a note and walks about. Main
backs, from 4j 6d to 7s 6d.
eval continues the task he has in his hand,
MAHOGANY BUREAUS ;
without lifting his
’a Emperor, with
WORK TABLES ;
his hand behb
before him
ELEGANT DRESSING-TABLES ;
latter with
WASH STANDS;
My replies
MAHOGANY CARD TABLES ;
Sit down,
BRUSSELS HEARTH RUGS.
e tell me Aug. 13.
Sire, the
of your
•re was
NFORMS those whom it may interest, that some of
jto my
his Notes and Accounts will be left with an Attor
and
ney, if not paid prior to xst next Sept.

To Weavers.

JOS. G. MOODY,

W

ASH given for HEMLOCK and OAK BARK,
by
AARON GREEN.
Kennebunk Port, Aug-Is.
2m

C

A

New Goods

DANIEL L. HATCH,

English, West India and
American

GOODS.

Faggots Wanted.

House for Sale.

Commissioners Notice.

For Sale by

T

Boston Furniture,

Brass Fire Setts, Feath
ers,
Daniel Wise, Jr. &- Co.

“OWEN BURNHAM,

I

Aug. 6, 1825.

SIMON NOWELL,

NOTICE.

W

are allowed to said creditors to bring in and prove
their claims; and that we shall attend that service at
the house of the late Michael Butler deceased on the
last Monday of this and the five following months
from one to five o’clock in the afternoon.
THOMAS PERKINS, Jr.
WILLIAM PATTIN.
July 18 th. 1825.

NEW GOODS.
LOUR, Phipps’ superior Lemon SYRUP, War
ranted Scythes—.Likewise

F

Ladies Denmark, Morocco,
WARRANTED FrRST QUALITY,

SHOES,

from the Manufactory of J. & M. VARNEY, which
will be sold cheap, by
JOS» G. MOODT.
July 3c*

RAGS.

117'ANTED Cotton and Linen or Cotton RAGS,
» ▼
for which the highest price will be given, in
exchange for Books and Stationary, Paper Hangings»
Writing Paper, &c at

J. K.. Remich’s Bookstore.
Opposite the Meeting House^^JKennehunJu
June 4,

20 Boxes 8 by 10 GLASS ;
75 M. laying SHINGLES.
Kennebunk- Port, July 14, 1825.

Blank Books
LARGE assortment of BLANK ACCOUNT
BOOKS, constantly on hand, and for sale at

AJAMES K. REMICIFS BOOKSTORE
Opposite the Meeting House.
Kennebunk July 16, 1815.

NEW GOODS—.JGJBJf.

OWEN BURNHAM,
HAS JUST RECEIVED
A complete assortment of

Foreign and Domestic GOODS.
July 9.

THE BAPTIST MAGAZINE.
R JULY, is ready for delivery to subscribers^
J. K. Remich’s Bookstore.

A good assortment of Justice Blanks
for Sale at this Office.
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1. Le h cí
John . 16.
he se|ii his a.
14.
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8.32- 44
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3. ïe is (
God, fol. 1.
imisi |e God
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